Synthesis and characterization of highly sensitive heparin probes for detection of heparin-binding proteins.
Three labeled heparin species were synthesized as probes for heparin-binding protein detection. Heparin conjugated with 5([4,6-dichlorotriazin-2-yl]amino)fluorescein can be iodinated to a high specific activity. This probe specifically detected 40 pg histone on a dot blot without affinity purification. Heparin biotinylated on its naturally occurring primary amino groups also detected known heparin-binding proteins in a specific manner. This probe detected lower amounts of collagen I and basic fibroblast growth factor on nitrocellulose membranes than did the iodinated probe, with comparable detection times. To create more attachment sites for biotin, we covalently attached amino groups to the hydroxyl groups of heparin using 3-bromopropylamine hydrobromide. After biotinylation, the amino-rich probe detected heparin-binding proteins at the same or higher sensitivity as the biotinylated native heparin probe, using 100-fold less probe and much shorter detection times. This method of labeling is generally applicable to other polysaccharides, and would be useful when the amount of ligand is limited. We show that these three probes detect essentially the same spectrum of proteins in detergent extract of smooth muscle cell plasma membrane, and expect them to be useful probes for detection of cell-surface heparin receptors.